INTRODUCTION
Even rotational nuclei do not rotate like a rigid body. Instead the angular momentum is generated both by 11 C01- lective" rotation of the nucleons and by .. alignment" of some single-particle angular momentum along the rotation axis. In such nuclei, the alignment of a few high-j orbitals is produced by the Coriolis and centrifugal forces. At "low" spin (<40h), the contribution from "aligned" particles is dominant in nuclei near the major closed shells (for example 152 oy, 150 Gd), whereas the collective contribution is more important near the middle of shells (as in 164 ,lSO,lSBEr). But in any case, the --- 
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moment o 1ner 1a eff' of the total spin I and of the alignment i as a function of frequency for the nucleus 158 Er.
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alignments are the manifestation of single-particle orbitals that play a special role because of their high angular momentum. In 150 Gd, for instance (Figure 1 ), 1 the states up to about 30h can be described approximately by aligned, near-spherical shell model configurations.
In contrast, in more collective nuclei like 158 Er (Figure 1 ), about half the angular momentum arises from alignment of a few high-j quasiparticles: vi 1312 , v~9/2' Trh 11/2 • At low spin in quasirotational nuclei those two components are rather easy to distinguish through discrete line studies and a plot of spin I as a function of rotational frequency w, defined as hw = dE/di, where E is the excitation energy of the nucleus. In nuclei where the stretched quadrupole transitions are predominant, hw is experimentally accessible, since it is approximately half the y-ray transition energy E ~ The smooth, regular y increase of spin I with frequency corresponds to a collective rotation whereas the sharp increase of spin in narrow frequency regions is caused by sudden alignment of the angular momentum of some specific orbitals on the rotation axis. Thus in 158 Er (Figure 2 ), the region . + + of sp1n between 16 and 24 represents a collective band constructed on a (vi 1312 ) two-quasiparticles state. It crosses the ground band in the spin region 10-16 and in the frequency region around hw = 0.28 MeV. The change in the nuclear alignment at that crossing is approximately2 the difference between the spins in the two "unperturbed" bands at a given frequency. There are two more crossings known in the yrast sequence of 158 Er: one is due to the alignment of a pair of protons in h 1112 orbits around hw = 0.43 MeV and the other is very likely 3 Above spin 40, such a detailed analysis cannot at present be performed because individual bands are no longer seen. Instead of being mainly concentrated in a few bands close to.the yrast line. they-ray intensity is spread over many decay paths and gives rise to a "continuum" spectrum. One of the interesting questions is whether single-particle effects still play a significant role in generating a~gular momentum. But. for the experimental reasons just mentioned, this problem must be addressed differently. through the notion of moments of inertia.
TWO BASIC MOMENTS OF INERTIA AT HIGH SPINS
It has been realized for some time 2 that there are two general kinds of moments of inertia, the kinematic moments of inertia. which are related to the overall motion of the nucleus. and the dynamic moments of inertia, which describe its response to a torque. is related to a dynamic moment of inertia~ ( 2 ):
represents the rate of change in spin with frequency. Those two mowents of inertia are identical for a perfect rotor. But when there are changes in the internal structure of the nucleus, such as alignment of single-particle angular momentum, I/w will be different from di/dw reflecting the fact that the nuclear motion is not the simple rotation of a rigid body. A schematic example of a typical decay path is shown in Figure 3 . It .is a translation, on an E versus I diagram, of a curve of the type shown in Figure 2 . -1(1) and ~( 2 ) can be defined for any sequence of levels, and I would like to introduce two of them here, since they prove to be the A number of recent experiments 4 suggest that up to the highest spins, a decay path consists of a succession of "collective" bands based on quasiparticle levels having different alignments. The collective motion can then be characterized by a "band" moment of inertia..,P~~~d = (dl/dw)band· It is accessible-experimentally at high spins through the y-y correlation method that "identifies" in-band transitions. ~~;~d is measured as a function of frequency and represents an average value over many bands at that frequency. Although data with better statistics are needed, it seems that in general .J~;~d tends to decrease at high frequencies (which is also at high spins in quasirotational nuclei), suggesting a decrease in the collectivity of nuclear motion.
I want now to introduce a moment of inertia that I shall call ~J~/ and that wi 11 include both collective motion and alignment effects. The reason is that we recent 1 y rea 1 i zed that we cou 1 d measure such moments of inertia at high spins (frequencies) and therefore try to estimate single-particle effects by comparing them with -~~~~d values .
.P~~~ is defined as (dl/dw)path• For the single path of Figure 3 , it is the same as -./~~~d in the band regions, but is also defined in the crossing frequency region, where it can take very large values. -R~j)
describes how easily angular momentum is generated when the rotational frequency increases. The increase of total angular momentum AI in a frequency region Aw can be separated into a collective contribution Alband and some contribution Ai from alignment. .Db and i l = -n (2) ~eff By measuring .c(>~~~d and~~~~ one can hope to learn about the contribution of the alignment to the spin as a function of frequency.
Apart from feeding effects (discussed later), the height of the continuum y-ray spectrum of a quasirotational nucleus, decaying after a compound nucleus reaction, is a measure of the moment of inertiaof~ii: the y-ray transitions are predominantly stretched E2 so that the rotational frequency is hw = E /2, and the spectrum y is normalized to they-ray multiplicity so that the number that can be subtracted, assuming a shape of the form E 3 e -Ey/T with T = 0.5 MeV (dashed line). The remaining y yrast part is composed mainl~ of stretched E2 transitions (see Figure 9 , solid line). Except for incomplete feeding, it is proportion a 1 to ~~f. Over a 11 .P~~f is roughly constant as expected for a reasonably good rotor. It is interesting to look at that spectrum in some more detail. The low energy part of the spectrum shows some stru.ctures, most of which are known from discrete lines studies. The large peak around E = 600 keV is due to the first backbend in 160 Er, the Xn product of the reaction. It shows directly that in the frequency region 0.3 MeV, a large amount of angular momentum is generated by aligning a pair of i 1312 neutrons on the rotation axis. The second peak at E = 750 keV is the 159 y 11 blocked 11 backbend in Er, the 5n product also present, and the third peak at E -900 keV is very probably the second backbend in ! 60 Er.
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The effect of incomplete feeding at .high spins is seen in Figure 5 . It shows the yrast part of two spectra (as a function of frequency) for the same system, one from the decay of high spin entry states (solid line) and one from the decay of lower spin entry states (dashed line). They have about the same height but the 11 dashed 11 spectrum terminates at a lower frequency because the highest spins are not fe~ in that case. This shows that, on the average, the spin is proportional to frequency, and that the height at the edge of the bump is not
proportional to--~~~~ because of incomplete feeding. So, if we can find to what extent the states that decay in a given frequency region are fed directly, we can then correct for the feeding and extract the value of-/(~~· . 5 e An approximate method has recently been developed for that purpose~ We consider an experiment where we look at continuum y-ray spectra in Nai detectors as a function of different slices of total y-ray energy detected in coincidence in a sum spectrometer. These continuum y-ray spectra sample the decay paths from a variety of entry states selected by the total y-ray energies. We shall first consider a schematic case. If we suppose that we know the spin population f(I) of entry states (Figure 6a, solid line) and that the y-ray transitions are all stretched quadrupole we obtain they-ray spectrum as a function of spin of Figure 6b : since every state directly fed will decay through all the lower spin states, the spectrum height at a spin I (per cascade) is just the integral of the normalized feeding curve above spin I. In the region of spin that is fully fed, there will be half a transition per unit spin. For a spin feeding slightly shifted (Figure 6a , dashed line) but of Figure 4 (solid line). The dashed line is the yrast part of a spectrum corresponding to a lower spin feeding for the same system. FIGURE 6. Schematic illustration of the feeding correction method: (a) two rectangular spin feeding curves, slightly shifted from each other. (b) the y-ray spectra (as a function of spin) deexciting the populated states of (a) . (c) the difference of the spectra of (b) . It is used to correct the average spectrum of (b) for the feeding. (Figure 6c ) is close to the average of the two spin feeding curves, so that it can be used to correct the average of the two spectra of Figure 6b . Therefore, to find the spectrum height dN/di at spin I corresponding to full feeding, one will divide the average spectrum of Figure 6b by the normalized integral of the average spin feeding above spin I, or, to a good approximation, by the integral above spin I of the difference D(I) of the two spectra in Figure 6b . The same principle applies to experimental y-ray spectra. At each frequency w, the height of the (normalized) y-ray spectrum iscl~~f(w)dN/di Each curve shown is an average of three"~~f spectra obtained after correcting y-ray spectra fed at low spin, high spin, and over a broad spin range. The new feature is that all these spectra exhibit a rise at high frequency, starting around 0.5 MeV for the ytterbium nuclei and 0.6 MeV for the erbium nuclei. This suggests that there exists a new way for the nucleus to generate angular momentum. Between 0.25 and 0.5 MeV in those spectra, there were already some peaks, most of them associated with known quasiparticle alignments. Yb and Yb, which have the same proton number, start aligning at the same frequency, whereas 160 Er and 162 vb, which have the same neutron number, behave differently. This suggests that the protons are playing the more important role, probably populating aligned i 1312 and h 912 orbitals, which are coming down to the Fermi level at these frequencies as calculated by several groups. 7 ' 8 The filling of these high-j orbitals could also trigger an increase in deformation or a change of shape. A larger deformation might be expected to favor collective · rotation over alignment, whereas the reverse would generally be true for a shift toward triaxial shape. Thus, the increased alignment discussed above and the lack of strong rotational features (valley and ridges) in the correlation spectra at these frequencies may suggest triaxial shapes. The filling of the i 1312 and h 912 proton particle states (in contrast to the previously filled i 1312 quasineutron and h 1112 quasiproton orbitals, which are mixed particle-hole states) would tend to drive the system triaxial.· Indeed, recent calculations by T. Bengtsson and I. Ragnarsson, 9 for 166 vb where they follow a given configuration as a function of frequency, can be translated into a curve c($~(w) as shown by the crosses in Figure 7 . This curve (where the lowest state of each parity and signature is considered) presents two bumps: they attribute the first one to i 1312 , h 912 proton alignments and the second one to -14-M.-A. DELEPLANQUE the onset of rather large triaxial deformations (B = 0.48, y = 23°). Although our experimental spectrum does not separate into two peaks at those frequencies (probably because they are averaged over many paths), it certainly has the same average trend forj~~~·
SHELL EFFECTS AT HIGH SPINS
The results just presented suggest that single-particle effects sti 11 play an important role at high spins in rotational nuclei. As nuclei become less collective, for example, in the lighter erbiums, the definition of~~~f from the height of the y-ray spectrum becomes more uncertain because of the mixing of stretched dipole and stretched quadrupole transitions. It is also more difficult to apply the feeding correction method because of the increasing lack of correlation between spin and frequency. However, I want to show that we can still learn something about shell effects by looking at the evolution of the continuum spectra in the transition region going towards N = 82. Figure 8 shows continuum y-rays deexciting a population of high spin states (selected by a high total y-ray energy slice) in 16 0,lS8,lS 6 , 154 Er, which are the main (4n) products in the 40 Ar-induced compound reactions performed at the 88" cyclotron in Berkeley. 10 There is a rather clear evolution of those spectra from a rather flat one in the rotational nucleus 160 Er to a "double bump" structure in 154 , 156 Er nuclei.
The nucleus 158 Er is instructive to study because its yrast line is known up to very high spin (-38h). In the continuum spectrum, its first backbend is comparable Figure 8 above 0.6 MeV strongly suggests that alignments of h 912 ,i 1312 protons from the next shell are the new contributors to angular momentum. The two bumps in 156 Er then appear to represent the contributions of two major shells to the angular momentum. This is probably true also for 154 Er, although the lower bump is associated with noncollective motion as suggested also by its low proportion of stretched quadrupole transitions ( Figure 9 ).
The evolution of these spectra can therefore be seen as the manifestation of shell effects and of their variation with neutron number. The proton Fermi level is below theN= 5 shell and this favors the h 912 ,i 1312 particle proton alignment in all those nuclei. As the neutron Fermi level goes up in the valence shell, the (particle-hole) alignments become more difficult and the .. -18-M.-A. DELEPLANQUE motion is more collective. A given angular momentum is therefore generated over a wider frequency range than in lighter erbiums. As a consequence, there is no longer a pronounced separation between the two shells in 158 Er and 160 Er.
CONCLUSION
The realization that a 11 new 11 moment of inertia, .J~~f· can be measured (at lea~t in rotational nuclei) w111 help in understanding high spin properties of nuclei. It is complementary to.J~~~d and provides a measurement of changes in alignment as a function of frequency. The measurement of ocl~~~ leads to the idea of the separation between alignment and collective angular momentum and the data suggest that shells can be directly separated in continuum y-ray spectra. A complete separation of shells is seen only in weakly collective nuclei where 11 Valence .. alignments are more compressed in frequency, and where th~ population is closer to the yrast line. This raises the question of temperature effects. Those can probably be best studied in 11 Nai crystal balls .. through combined total y-ray energy and multiplicity cuts. The push in trying to resolve y-ray spectra towards higher spins in .. Germanium balls 11 is another approach also likely to reveal detailed behavior at high spins.
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